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Disclaimer 

COPYRIGHT ©2018. AHMED ELKADY AND DIMITRIOS G. LIGNOS (AUTHORS). ALL 

RIGHTS RESERVED. PERMISSION TO USE, COPY, MODIFY, AND DISTRIBUTE THIS 

SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION FOR EDUCATIONAL, RESEARCH, AND 

NOT-FOR-PROFIT PURPOSES, WITHOUT FEE AND WITHOUT A SIGNED 

LICENSING AGREEMENT, FALLS UNDER GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE: 

(https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.txt), PROVIDED THAT THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT 

NOTICE, THIS PARAGRAPH AND THE FOLLOWING TWO PARAGRAPHS APPEAR 

IN ALL COPIES, MODIFICATIONS, AND DISTRIBUTIONS. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, 

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING 

LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS 

DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

THE AUTHORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, 

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE AND ACCOMPANYING 

DOCUMENTATION, IF ANY, PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS PROVIDED "AS IS". THE 

AUTHORS HAS NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, 

UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS. 
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1. Introduction 

The Interactive Interface for Dynamic Analysis Procedures (IIDAP) is a standalone MATLAB-

based program that performs various dynamic analysis procedures for deteriorating and non-

deteriorating single degree-of-freedom (SDoF) systems. These procedures include linear and 

nonlinear response history analysis (RHA), incremental dynamic analysis (IDA), response 

spectrum analysis (RSA), and collapse spectrum analysis (CSA). The program employs a range 

of component deterioration hysteretic models that can adequately capture all the important 

deterioration modes of structural components and/or systems. IIDAP also incorporates a 

seismic hazard module that can be used to compute the mean annual frequency of collapse 

(λc) in support of probabilistic performance-based earthquake engineering. Several interactive 

options are available to visualize the results, making IIDAP a useful tool for practitioners, 

academics, and researchers. 

This report summarizes the main modules and features of IIDAP. The theory and procedures 

for each analysis type are explained. Finally, illustrative examples are presented to show the 

visualization capabilities of the program.
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2. IIDAP Main Console and Components  

Figure 1 shows the main console of IIDAP. The console is divided into three main panels. 

Panel A is the project file management panel. Panel B is the project definition panel, which 

includes four buttons that define the four main components of any project: 1) the SDoF system 

parameters, 2) the system force-deformation response, 3) the input ground motion, and 4) the 

analysis type. For a new project, these four components shall be defined in this hierarchical 

order; from top to bottom. Panel B includes three buttons for 1) running the analysis, 2) 

visualizing the results, and 3) saving the results. 

 
Figure 1. IIDAP v1.0 main console 
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2.1 Project File Module 

Panel A -of the main console- is the project file management panel, which creates a new project 

or opens an existing project. This panel includes four buttons: 

 “New”: This button is used to start a new project. When clicking this button, the user 

is asked to specify the name of the project as well as the saving directory (Figure 2a). 

The saved project file has a *.mat extension. This is then followed by a dialogue box 

to specify the project units as shown in  Figure 2b. 

  

 (a) create new project dialogue (b) project units dialogue 

Figure 2. Creating a new project file 

 “Open”: This button is used to open an existing project. When clicking this button, 

the user is asked to select the existing *.mat project file. 

 “Save as”: This button is used to save a copy of the current project under a new name 

and/or a new directory. 

 “Scope”: This button can be used at any point during the project definition to check 

the current project components and parameters. This button will open a window that 

shows a summary of the current project definition as shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Project summary window
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2.2 SDoF Module 

The SDoF module is shown in Figure 4. This module is used to define the main SDoF 

parameters: a) the period, T, b) the mass, M, and c) the lateral “elastic” stiffness, K. From 

the popup menu at the top, the user can choose to define any two of those three parameters. 

The third parameter is then calculated using Equations 1a-c. The user shall specify the 

damping coefficient, ζ. This is then used to calculate the damping ratio, C, using Equation 2, 

in which ω is the circular frequency of the employed system. 

 
Figure 4. The SDoF module 
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From the same module, the user can specify whether to include or exclude the system P-Delta 

effects. To include P-Delta, the user has two options: a) define the system’s gravity load, P 

and height, H, or b) specify the stability coefficient, θ. For option “a”, the stability coefficient 

is internally computed by Equation 3. The stability coefficient is then used to modify (rotate) 

the defined system model backbone curve (see Section 2.2) due to P-Delta effects as shown in 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Effect of P-Delta on system backbone curve 

2.3 System Model Module 

The System Model module is shown in Figure 6. In the current IIDAP version, six system 

models (i.e., force-deformation hysteretic models) are available. These include: 1) Linear elastic 

non-deteriorating model, 2) Bi-Linear non-deteriorating model (symmetric backbone curves 

for negative and positive loading directions), 3) IMK-Bilinear deteriorating asymmetric model 
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with optional smooth-transition between loading branches, 4) IMK-Pinching deteriorating 

asymmetric model with pinched hysteretic behavior, 5) IMK-Peak Oriented deteriorating 

asymmetric model with peak-oriented hysteretic behavior, and 6) Flag-Shaped deteriorating 

model with asymmetric flag-shaped hysteretic behavior. 

 
Figure 6. The System Model module 

2.3.1 Linear “Elastic” Model 

This model is defined only by the elastic stiffness, Ke. However, the user may specify an 

ultimate force/displacement at which the system loses its lateral load capacity (i.e., force will 

drop to zero). This is done through the Linear Model module shown in Figure 7. By default, 
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a relatively large reference value of “999” (inches or meters) is assigned to the system failure 

displacement. The right hand side of the Linear Model module shows a sample plot of the 

linear stiffness with and without P-Delta (if applicable). 

 
Figure 7. The Linear model module 

2.3.2 Bi-Linear Model 

The Bi-Linear model module is shown in Figure 8. This model is defined by three main 

parameters:  

1) The elastic stiffness, Ke. This is taken equal to the previously defined SDoF stiffness, 

K. 

2) The yielding point (δy, Fy). This point can be defined by either specifying the yield 

force, Fy, or the yield displacement, δy. Herein, the yield force is expressed as a 

fraction of the system weight W=Mg, in which g is the gravity acceleration 386.2 

in/sec2 or 9.81 m/sec2. 

3) The ratio of the post-yield stiffness, Kp, to the elastic stiffness, Ke, (expressed as a 

percentage).  

The user is also given the option to specify an ultimate displacement, δu, at which the force 

drops to zero. The ultimate displacement is expressed as a multiple of the yield displacement, 

δy. By default, δu = 999 meters or inches so as it works as a simple bilinear model. 
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In the Bi-Linear model module, the defined backbone curves with and without the P-Delta (if 

applicable) are plotted automatically on the right hand side of the module (see Figure 8) as 

the user defines the backbone parameters. 

 
Figure 8. The Bi-Linear model module 

2.3.3 IMK-Bilinear Model 

The IMK-Bilinear model module is shown in Figure 9. This model is basically the modified 

Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (IMK) deterioration model (Ibarra et al. 2005; Lignos and 

Krawinkler 2011) with optional control over the smooth transition between the loading branch 

and the hardening branch. This model in the general case has an asymmetric hysteretic 

response and considers basic strength, post-capping strength and stiffness deterioration. For a 

symmetric IMK-Bilinear mode, the user shall define 6 backbone parameters as shown in Panel 

A in Figure 9: 

 δp/δy pre-capping plastic displacement (normalized by the yield displacement, δy) 

 δpc/δy post-capping plastic displacement (normalized by δy) 

 δu/δy ultimate displacement (normalized by δy) 

 Fy/W yielding force (normalized by system’s weight W=M·g) 

 Fmax/Fp maximum (capping) force to yield force ratio 

 Fres/Fp residual force to yield force ratio 
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Additional 8 parameters may be specified to define the amount/rate of cyclic deterioration as 

shown in Panel B. Three main modes of cyclic deterioration are considered: 1) deterioration 

in basic strength (i.e., Fy) after each cycle, 2) deterioration in the post-capping strength (i.e., 

Kpc and subsequently Fmax), and 3) deterioration in the unloading stiffness after each excursion. 

This is based on the energy dissipated at each cycle/excursion assuming that the system has 

a pre-defined reference energy capacity, Et. The reference energy is calculated as using 

Equation (4), in which Λ is the reference cumulative deformation capacity.  

 λ   t y p yE F F  (4) 

The parameter Λ is calculated as the product of the pre-capping deformation δp and the 

parameter λ. The latter is defined by the user. Note that a higher λ value results in lesser 

deterioration. The rate of deterioration is controlled by the parameter c where a higher c value 

typically results in higher deterioration rate in later cycles. Note that a reasonable value of c 

is between 1.0 and 2.0.  The parameters D+ and D- define the decrease in rate of cyclic 

deterioration in the positive and/or negative loading direction. The D+/- values must be larger 

than or equal to 1.0. When the rate of cyclic deterioration is the same in both loading 

directions, the D+=D-. 

Panel C provides the option to include a smooth hysteretic response. 
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Figure 9. The IMK-Bilinear model module 
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2.3.4 IMK-Pinching/Peak Oriented Model 

The IMK-Pinching Model module is shown in Figure 10. This model is based on the modified 

Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration model with pinching hysteretic response (Ibarra et al. 

2005). Hence, it is defined using the same parameters of the IMK-Bilinear model (see Section 

2.3.3). Only two additional parameters are used to control the amount of pinching. These 

parameters are κF and κD, which represent the ratio of the reloading (breaking) point, at the 

end of pinching branch, to the peak force or displacement up till the current loading excursion, 

respectively, as illustrated in Figure 11. The same module is used for the IMK-Peak Oriented 

Model. The only difference in this case is that both κF and κD are set equal to 1.0. 

 

Figure 10. The IMK-Pinching model module 
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Figure 11. The IMK-Pinching model module
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2.3.5 Flag-Shaped Hysteretic Model 

The Flag-Shaped Model module is shown in Figure 12. This model is defined using the same 

backbone parameters of the IMK-Bilinear model. Two additional parameters are used to define 

the point at which the system’s elastic stiffness is engaged. These parameters are Flim and Kul 

which represent the limit force at the stiffness break point and the unloading stiffness up to 

the breaking point, respectively. 

 
Figure 12. The Flag-Shaped model module 
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2.4 Ground Motion Module 

The Ground Motion module is shown in Figure 13. This module is used to define/import the 

input ground motion(s). For this purpose, the user is offered three options: 1) importing a 

single ground motion record (see Panel A), 2) importing multiple ground motion records (see 

panel B), and 3) defining a harmonic ground motion (see Panel C). The procedure to define 

each option is explained below: 

 Option 1: Single ground motion record. In this case, the user should browse for the 

ground motion data file using the browse button. The data file may have file formats 

such as *.txt, *.csv, *.xls. The data within the file can be formatted in any of those 

forms: 

 Format 1: a single column of acceleration data, expressed in gravity acceleration unit, 

g (see Figure 14a). In this case the user shall specify the time step of the ground motion 

data. 

 Format 2: Two columns of data (see Figure 14b). The first column includes the ground 

motion time in seconds and the second column includes the acceleration in g units. In 

this case, the ground motion time step is deduced internally by IIDAP from the input 

data.  

 Format 3: Acceleration data listed in multiple columns (more than two columns) of 

data in g units (see Figure 14c). In this case the user shall specify the ground motion 

time step. 

 Option 2: Multiple ground motion records. In this case, the user shall browse for the 

folder containing the multiple ground motions data files. Each of the individual data 

files can have any of the three formats discussed above in Option 1. In this case, the 

user shall include in the same ground motion folder an additional text file, named “GM 
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Data.txt”. This file shall contain two columns of data; the first one includes the ground 

motion record file name (including the file extension). The second column contains the 

corresponding time step in seconds. 

 Option 3: the user may define a ground motion in the form of a harmonic wave for 

basic comprehension of structural dynamics. Four types of harmonic wave are available 

to choose from using the popup menu (see Panel B). These include sine, cosine, 

rectangular, and triangular waves. For any wave, the user shall specify the wave 

amplitude, period, and duration as defined in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 13. The Ground Motion module 

In Options 1 and 2, the user could specify a scale factor to scale the ground acceleration. This 

factor is by default set equal to 1.0. It is important to note that the input ground acceleration 

in all cases will be multiplied internally by the gravity acceleration, g, to transform it into 

displacement/sec2 units. If the user has a ground motion data file in which the acceleration is 
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in units of m/sec2, the user can still import this file after making sure to specify a scale factor 

equal to 1/g. Note that the value of g used in IIDAP are by default, 9.81 m/sec2 or 386.2 

in/sec2. 

The Ground Motion module also gives the user the option to specify an additional free 

vibration time following the main ground motion. This free vibration time can be specified in 

Panel D (see Figure 13). By default, the free vibration time is zero. Note that the additional 

free vibration time is automatically assigned the same time step of the main ground motion.  

The user can inspect the defined/imported ground motion record(s) using the “scope” button 

next to the “Define Ground Motion” button in the main console (see Figure 1). The “scope” 

button will open the ground motion plot window shown in Figure 16. The user can toggle 

between plots of the acceleration/velocity/displacement histories as well as the Fourier 

transform of the ground motion. The user can use the dropdown menu at the top of the plot 

to alternate between the different ground motions (if applicable). 

 
 (a) format #1 (b) format #2 (c) format #3 

Figure 14. Ground motion record data file formats 
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Figure 15. Definition parameters of a harmonic wave 

 
Figure 16. Ground motion plot
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2.5 Analysis Type Module 

The Analysis Type module is shown in Figure 17. The current version of IIDAP includes four 

types of dynamic analysis procedures. These are summarized as follows. 

 
Figure 17. Analysis Type module 

2.5.1 Response History Analysis (RHA) 

This is the simplest form of dynamic analysis provided by IIDAP. The defined SDoF system 

is analyzed one time using the defined ground motion(s). From the RHA module, Figure 18a, 

the user is given the option to specify the ground-motion scale factor used in the analysis. This 

can be: 1) a constant scale factor across all ground motion record(s) or 2) a variable scale 

factor that will be back calculated by IIDAP based on a target spectral acceleration that is 

specified by the user at the period of the SDoF system. Alternatively, instead of Sa(T, ζ%), 
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the user has the option to use the average spectral acceleration within a specified period range 

as an intensity measure; i.e., Saavg(aT~bT, ζ%), in which a and b are positive scaler coefficients 

that define the start and end of the period range (Bojórquez and Iervolino 2011; Eads et al. 

2015). This intensity measure can be selected by checking the optional Saavg checkbox in the 

RHA module (see Figure 18a) and specifying the period range coefficients. Saavg is then 

calculated from the elastic spectrum as follows: 

 





  1

1
1

( ~ ) ( )          , =
100

i n
nn

avg n i
i

T T
Sa T T Sa T n   (5) 

Output results in this case include the relative/absolute/pseudo response-history quantities 

(displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force). This is discussed in more detail in Section 3. 

2.5.2 Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) 

This option performs incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) through collapse (Vamvatsikos and 

Cornell 2002). The IDA requires additional parameters to be specified by the user through the 

IDA Module shown in Figure 18b. These include the incremental spectral acceleration step, 

SAincr, used for scaling the corresponding ground motion and the displacement/acceleration 

criteria that define structural collapse. The latter is mainly important for non-deteriorating 

system models (such as the Linear and Bi-Linear models). If one or both of those collapse 

criteria are to be ignored, the user can assign a large value, say 999, in the associated field. 

IIDAP traces the collapse point using the hunt and fill algorithm with a fixed spectral 

acceleration tolerance, SAtol, equal to 0.01g. By default, a given ground motion is scaled using 

the spectral acceleration of the ζ%-damped elastic system at the given system period, T (as 

defined in the SDoF module); i.e., Sa(T, ζ%). The user has the option to use the average 

spectral acceleration within a specified period range as an intensity measure as discussed in 

the previous section (see RHA module). This intensity measure can be selected by checking 
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the optional Saavg checkbox in the IDA module (see Figure 18b) and specifying the period range 

coefficients. 

2.5.3 Response Spectrum Analysis (RSA) 

The SDoF system is analyzed several times using the specified ground motion(s) so as a 

response spectrum analysis is conducted. Each time, the system’s period is changed. For this 

analysis type, the user only needs to specify the period range and increment through the RSA 

module shown in Figure 18c. To conduct the RSA, three “analysis methods” are available to 

choose from using the popup menu shown in Figure 18c: 

 Method 1, “Vary Mass”: For each analysis, the SDoF elastic stiffness is kept constant 

as originally defined while the SDoF mass, M, as well as the damping ratio, C, are 

recomputed each time based on the original stiffness, K, and the period being analyzed. 

 Method 2, “Vary stiffness but maintain Fy”: In this method, the SDoF mass, M, as 

originally defined, is kept constant while the system’s elastic stiffness and the yield 

displacement are changed as illustrated in Figure 19c. Consequently, the stability 

coefficient θ is changed based on the new Ke. In this method, the yield force remains 

constant as well as the rest of the previously defined backbone parameters. Therefore, 

the backbone curve is shifted based on the updated yield displacement (see Figure 19c). 

 Method 3, “Vary Stiffness but maintain δy”: In this method, the SDoF mass, M, as 

originally defined, is kept constant while the system’s elastic stiffness and yield strength 

vary as illustrated in Figure 19b. Consequently, the stability coefficient θ varies based 

on the new Ke. In this method, the yield displacement and the rest of the previously 

defined backbone parameters remain constant. 

It should be noted that in RSA, results data of all response parameters (Force, Displacement, 

Velocity, Acceleration, etc.) are saved during analysis. This may results in a long running time 
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especially for a large suite of ground motion records and a small period step. For that reason, 

the user is given the option to run a quick elastic RSA by checking the checkbox at the top of 

the RSA module (see Figure 18c). In this case only the absolute acceleration of the SDoF 

system is recorded and saved; resulting in a smaller runtime. 

2.5.4 Collapse Spectrum Analysis (CSA) 

This option performs collapse spectrum analysis to construct collapse spectra (Adam and Jäger 

2012; Adam et al. 2017). This is mainly response spectrum analysis but the response quantity 

in this case is the collapse intensity, Sacollapse. For a given period, IDA is conducted until the 

collapse point is reached. For this analysis type, the user shall define the IDA and RSA as 

discussed earlier (see Figure 18d). Because the collapse capacity Sacollapse is the only quantity 

of interest in this analysis, the user shall use a relatively large incremental acceleration step 

size to reduce the simulation time.
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(a) Response History Analysis (c) Response Spectrum Analysis 

  
(b) Incremental Dynamic Analysis  (d) Collapse Spectrum Analysis 

Figure 18. The different analysis modules 
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 (a) Vary M  (b) Vary Ke and Fy  (c) Vary Ke and δy 

Figure 19. Illustration of the different RSA options
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2.6 Seismic Hazard Module 

For both IDA and CSA analyses, if the number of defined ground motion records is larger or 

equal to 3, the user will be prompted to the message window shown in Figure 20a to define a 

seismic hazard curve. If this optional step is defined by the user, the mean annual frequency 

of collapse, λc, is computed by numerically integrating the collapse fragility curve over the 

user-defined hazard curve using Equation 6 (Ibarra et al. 2002; Medina and Krawinkler 2003; 

Eads et al. 2013), in which, Pc|Sa is the probability of collapse at a given spectral acceleration 

and d λSa(Sa)/d(Sa) is the slope of the seismic hazard curve given this spectral acceleration. 

Furthermore, assuming that the earthquake occurrence follows a Poisson distribution in time, 

the probability of collapse in n years, Pc(n years), is computed using Equation 7 by assuming 

that earthquakes follow a Poisson distribution. 

      





 
0

. .
( )

Sa
c c

d Sa
P Sa d Sa

d Sa
 (6) 

     1-exp -  c cP n years n  (7) 

The Seismic Hazard module is shown in Figure 20b. The user has two options to define the 

seismic hazard curve: 

 Option 1: Import the hazard curve data directly from a text file. This file shall contain 

two columns of data (with no headers). The first column is the spectral acceleration in 

units of g while the second column is the mean annual frequency of exceedance. Note 

that because of the hazard curve fitting in the log-log space, no values in the imported 

text file can be equal to zero. Such curves can be computed through conventional 

probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (e.g. Iervolino et al. (2016) 

http://wpage.unina.it/iuniervo/doc_en/REASSESS.htm). It is important to note that 
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the spectral acceleration provided by the user should correspond to the previously 

selected intensity measure within the IDA or the CSA modules (i.e., Sa(T) or Saavg).  

 Option 2: for buildings located in the US, the user can utilize the 2008 updated seismic 

hazard maps (Petersen et al. 2008), which are integrated in the toolbox, to directly 

extract the hazard curves. User must be aware that these hazard curves are based on 

the intensity measure Sa(T) and not Saavg. For this option, the user shall browse for 

the hazard maps data folder named “USGS Hazard MAT Data” that is provided within 

IIDAP supporting files. The user also need to specify the Latitude and Longitude 

coordinates, the hazard period Thazard (can be different from the SDoF period), and the 

shear wave velocity of the soil Vs30 (i.e., soil type) as shown in Figure 20b. The discrete 

data points of the seismic hazard curve are then fitted internally with a fourth order 

polynomial function (Eads et al. 2013). This polynomial function is used for the 

numerical integration of the hazard curve. Note that currently the integrated USGS 

hazard maps cover the following ranges: 

 24.6o ≤ Latitude ≤ 50o 

 -125o ≤ Longitude ≤ -100o 

 0.0   sec ≤ Thazard ≤ 5.0 sec 

 180 m/sec ≤ Vs30 ≤ 760 m/sec 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 20. (a) Seismic hazard message; (b) Seismic Hazard module
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2.7 Numerical Integrator Module 

Before running the analysis, the user is prompt to the window message shown in Figure 21a. 

The user is informed that, by default, IIDAP runs dynamic analysis using the Newmark-

Constant acceleration method. The user is given the option to control the integrator type and 

the integration time step. This is done through the Integrator module shown in  Figure 21b. 

Three integrators are available for this purpose, 

1. Recurrence formulas: only available for linear systems. 

2. Central difference method 

3. Newmark: this is the default integrator used by IIDAP. For this integrator, the user 

need to specify the integrator constant, γ and β. By default, IIDAP uses the “constant 

acceleration” method (i.e., γ=0.5 and β=0.25). 

When selecting an integrator, IIDAP automatically computes the critical time step that 

ensures stability/accuracy of the integration. This time step is taken as the minimum of the 

ground motion time step and the integrator critical time step. The user can override this 

critical time step and specify a smaller time step. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 21. (a) Integrator options message; (b) Integrator module
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3. IIDAP Results Visualization Using Illustrative Examples 

3.1 Response history of a damped linear elastic SDoF 

In this example a SDoF with linear elastic damped response is analyzed under the El Centro 

record (North-south horizontal component at the Irrigation District substation) of the 1940 

Imperial Valley earthquake. This ground motion record is commonly used in textbooks of 

structural dynamics (e.g., Chopra (2017)). This ground motion record is also included with 

the IIDAP support documents/files under the name “Sample GM – ElCentro.txt”. The 

summary description of this project is as follows: 

 SDoF: T= 2 seconds, M= 1 kN.sec2/m, K= 9.87 kN/m, and ζ= 2%. System P-Delta 

is neglected.  

 System Model: Linear (no limit on force or displacement). 

 Ground Motion: Single GM: El Centro, Imperial Valley. Scale factor=1.0. No free 

vibration time. 

 Analysis Type: Response History Analysis (RHA). 

 Integrator: Default: Newmark constant acceleration (γ=0.5 and β=0.25) with 

∆tintegration=∆tGM. 

After defining the four components of the project, the “Run Analysis” button becomes active. 

By clicking this button and choosing the default integrator, the analysis is executed and 

subsequently the “View Results” and “Save Results” buttons become active. For this type of 

analysis (i.e., RHA), clicking the “View Results” button opens the results-plots-options window 

shown in Figure 22. There are six plot options: 

 “RHA Plots”: This option shows, in a single figure, the plots of the response history 

for a given response quantity as shown in Figure 23a. The user can use the dropdown 
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menus or the previous/next buttons to scroll between the different ground motion 

records and response quantities. Seven response quantities can be plotted: the relative 

displacement, relative velocity, relative acceleration, absolute acceleration, pseudo 

velocity, pseudo acceleration, and force. Note that the pseudo velocity and acceleration 

are as follows. 

pseudo relativeV U
 (8a) 

 
2pseudo relativeA U
 (8b) 

The maximum absolute value of each quantity is superimposed in those plots. Note that 

from the toolbar at the top-left side of the window, the user can: 1) inspect the response 

values at any time step using the toolbar data cursor icon “ ”, 2) zoom in or out a specific 

region in the plot using the zoom controls “ ”, and 3) save the whole plot as *.png file 

using the save button “ ”. Using the “save plot data” button at the bottom-right corner 

of the window, the user can save the x and y data of the current plot, under a name and 

location of choice. 

 “Composite RHA Plots”: This option is similar to the “RHA Plots” except that, in 

this one, four plots of the force, relative displacement, relative velocity, and absolute 

acceleration, are shown in a single figure. 

 “Force-Displacement Response”: This option shows a plot of the force-displacement 

response as shown in Figure 23b. In the same plot, the backbone curve will be 

superimposed. 

 “Animation Deformation Response” and “Animation Force-Displacement Response”: 

These two options provide dynamic animation plots of the SDoF deformation and 

force-displacement responses as shown in Figure 23c and d, respectively. From these 
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plots, the user can play/pause and speed up/slow down the animation as desired. Note 

that animation can be only played for one plot at a time.  

 “Animation: Combined”: This option shows the dynamic animation plots of the SDoF 

deformation and force-displacement response in single figure, where they can be 

synchronized. 

 
Figure 22. RHA-results visualization-options window 
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 (a) Response history plot (b) Force-displacement response plot 

  
(c) Deformation animation plot (d) Force-displacement animation plot  

Figure 23. Response history analysis plots
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3.2 Response spectrum analysis of a damped linear elastic SDoF 

The previous project is re-analyzed using the response spectrum analysis procedures. The 

following parameters are specified: 

 Analysis Type: RSA: Tstart= 0.0 sec, Tincr= 0.01 sec, Tend= 5.0 sec. Analysis method is 

“Vary Mass”, although this does not affect the outcome of this analysis since the system 

is Linear. 

For RHA, clicking the “View Results” button opens the results-plots-options window shown 

in Figure 24. There are two plot options: 

 “RSA Plots”: This option shows the response spectra of the different response quantities 

as shown in Figure 25a. The user can switch between the different ground motion records 

and response quantities using the popup menus at the top. Types of spectra that can be 

plotted include the “relative” displacement/velocity/acceleration spectra, the force 

spectrum, the “absolute” acceleration spectrum, as well as the “pseudo” velocity and 

acceleration.  

 “Force-Displacement Response at Ti”: This option shows a plot of the system’s force-

displacement response at each analyzed period as shown in Figure 25b. The user may 

use the slider control to scroll between the different period. 

 
Figure 24. RSA-results visualization-options window 
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(a) Response spectrum plots 

 
(b) Force-displacement plot a given period 

Figure 25. Response spectrum analysis plots
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3.3 Incremental dynamic analysis of a damped SDoF with IMK-Bilin 

model 

In this example a SDoF with bi-linear damped response is analyzed to collapse under a suite 

of ground motions. The summary description of this project is as follows: 

 SDoF: T= 1 seconds, M= 10 kN.sec2/m, K= 394.8 kN/m, and ζ= 2%. System P-Delta 

is considered with a stability coefficient θ = 0.06. 

 System Model: IMK-Bilin: Fy/W=0.2 ((i.e., Fy=20 kN and δy=0.05 m); Fmax/Fy =1.05; 

Fres/Fy =0.2; δp/δy =2; δpc/δy =8; δu/δy =10. Default deterioration parameters are used 

(λ=50 and c=1.0). No curve smoothing is considered. 

 Ground Motion: Multiple GMs: the Far-Field ground motion set (44 records) specified 

in FEMA (2009). This set is included in the IIDAP support files within the folder 

named “GroundMotions-FarField”. Scale factor=1.0. No free vibration time. 

 Analysis Type: IDA with an increment of SAincr = 0.1 g. The displacement limit for 

collapse, δcollapse, is set equal to the specified ultimate displacement of the system model, 

δu. An acceleration limit, SAcollapse, of 5 g is also specified. The average spectral 

acceleration Sa,avg(Trange, ζ%) is used as an intensity measure with a period range of 0.3 

to 2.0 seconds. 

 Seismic Hazard: USGS Seismic Hazard Maps: Latitude: 33.996o, Longitude= -118.162 

o, Thazard= 1.0 sec, and Vs30= 259 m/sec. 

 Integrator: Default: Newmark constant acceleration (γ=0.5 and β=0.25) with 

∆tintegration=∆tGM. 

For IDA, clicking the “View Results” button will open the results-plots-options window shown 

in Figure 26. There are four plot options: 

 “IDA Curves”: This option shows the IDA curve plot (i.e, spectral acceleration at 

SDoF period versus displacement) as shown in Figure 27a. The user can plot the IDA 
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curve for a single ground motion or for all ground motions using the dropdown menu 

at the top. In this plot, the collapse point(s) is highlighted by a red-circle marker. In 

the same figure, the median IDA curve as well as the 16th and 84th percentile curves 

are superimposed in red lines.  

 “Displacement Fragility at Target SA”: For a given spectral acceleration, this plot 

shows the probability of reaching or exceeding a given displacement as shown in Figure 

27b. In this plot, the user may specify any target spectral acceleration, SAtarget, of 

interest using the slider controller at the top of the window. IIDAP will subsequently 

find the system displacement at SAtarget for each ground motion. The empirical 

cumulative probability distribution is then calculated for these displacement values 

and fitted with a lognormal cumulative distribution function. The fitted function is 

plotted as a red line. The population parameters of the fitted function (median and 

dispersion) are annotated at the top-left corner of the plot. It should be noted, that 

only the ground motions that reached SAtarget are considered in this plot. The number 

of these ground motions are annotated as well in the top-left corner of the plot. 

 “Fragility at Target Displacement”: Similar to the previous plot, this one shows the 

probability of reaching or exceeding a target displacement with respect to the spectral 

acceleration as shown in Figure 27c. 

 “Incremental Force-Displacement”: This option shows a plot of the system’s force-

displacement response at any incremental step as shown in Figure 27d. In this plot, 

the user can examine the system response at any incremental step for any ground 

motion. The user can go through the different increments using the slider control at 

the top of the window. The values of the spectral acceleration and the ground motion 

scale factor for the current increment are annotated at the top-left corner of the plot. 
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 “Collapse Fragility Curve”: This option is only active if the number of ground motion 

records is larger than or equal to three. This option shows a plot of the collapse fragility 

curve (i.e., probability of collapse versus spectral acceleration) as shown in Figure 27e. 

This plot shows the empirical cumulative probability distribution scatter of the collapse 

intensities (marked by grey-circles). These scatter point are fitted with a lognormal 

cumulative distribution function which is plotted in a red line. The population 

parameters of the fitted lognormal distribution (median and dispersion) are annotated 

on the top-left corner of the plot. If seismic hazard was defined, as in this example, the 

mean annual frequency of collapse, λc, and the corresponding probability of collapse 

(Pc) in n years are calculated (see Section 2.5) and displayed on the plot. The value of 

Pc is calculated and updated based on the n value specified by the user at the lower 

right corner of the plot. In this example, λc= 2.27x10-4/year and Pc= 1.13% in 50 years. 

 “Seismic Hazard Curve”: This option is only active if the number of ground motion 

records is larger and if the optional hazard data was defined. This option shows a plot 

of the seismic hazard curve (i.e., mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAFE, λ) 

versus spectral acceleration) as shown in Figure 27f. This plot shows the scatter of the 

imported/extracted hazard curve data (marked by red-circles) superimposed by the 

fitted 4th-degree polynomial distribution (black solid line). 
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Figure 26. IDA-results visualization-options window 
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 (a) IDA curves (b) Displacement fragility at a specific Sa 

   
 (c) Fragility at target displacement  (d) Force-Displacement at SA increments 

   
 (e) Collapse fragility curve  (f) Seismic hazard curve 

Figure 27. Incremental dynamic analysis plots for multiple ground motions
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4. Saving Results 

After running one type of analysis, the “Save Results” button becomes active. When this 

button is clicked, a folder named “Results - ProjectName” is created at the project directory. 

Inside this folder, text files containing the analysis results are saved. The saved data depend 

on the analysis type. The descriptions of the different results files are summarized below: 

 For any analysis type, a file named “Project_Summary_Data.txt” is saved. This file 

contains a summary of the project parameters similar to those shown in the project 

summary window when the project “scope” button is clicked (see Figure 3). 

 For RHA, the response history of the SDoF system for each ground motion i is saved 

under the name “Response History GMi.txt”, where GMi is the name of the ground 

motion record. This files contain 8 columns of data. The first column contains the 

ground motion time value while the remaining columns contain the response quantities 

for the ground acceleration, relative displacement/velocity/acceleration, pseudo 

velocity/acceleration, absolute acceleration, and force. 

 For RSA analysis, the response spectra of the SDoF system for each ground motion i 

are saved under the name “Response Spectra GMi.txt”. This file contains 8 columns 

of data. The first column contains the period values while the remaining columns 

contain the response quantities for the relative displacement/velocity/acceleration, 

pseudo velocity/acceleration, absolute acceleration, and force. 

 For IDA analysis, the IDA curve for each ground motion i is saved under the name 

“IDA Curve GMi.txt”. This files contains two columns of data. The first column 

includes the relative displacement values while the second column contains the 

incrementally increasing spectral acceleration values. If the number of ground motion 

would be larger than or equal to three, the collapse fragility data points would be saved 
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under the name “Collapse Fragility Curve - Empirical.txt”. This file contains two 

columns of data. The first column contains the spectral intensities at collapse for each 

ground motion (arranged in ascending order) while the second column includes the 

empirical probability of collapse values. Additionally, the data points of the fitted 

lognormal collapse fragility curve is saved under the name “Collapse Fragility Curve – 

Fitted Lognormal.txt”. The first two rows of this file contains the values of the median 

collapse capacity and dispersion of the fitted lognormal curve. The remainder of the 

file contains two columns of data. The first column contains the incrementally 

increasing spectral intensity while the second column includes the probability of 

collapse based on the fitted lognormal cumulative distribution function.
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5. Indicative Simulation Time 

The table below summarizes the approximate simulation time for performing different types 

of analyses in IIDAP. The simulation time is based on a 64-bit Windows machine with i7 

(4GHz) CPU, 32 GB of RAM and an SSD disk. 

 Simulation Time [sec] 

Analysis Type Single Ground Motion 

(30s record) 

Multiple Ground Motions 

(40 records) 

RHA 2 7 

IDA (≈7 increments to collapse) 4 190 

RSA (10 periods) 5 250 
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